"Teach so all can learn, do, and be."

Standardized Test Preparation

bridge2success provides comprehensive,
cooperative educational services for children and
adults to prepare them for higher education or a
career.
Comprehensive. We
offer a full range of
classes for all ages
from elementary math
to high school English
and Spanish and
college prep; we also
offer study skills and
academic coaching.

Are your children preparing for a new high school?
Perhaps they are getting ready for college? Let
bridge2success be your guide.

Cooperative. bridge2success comes alongside and
works with parents and schools to help make
classes easier to understand for students. We
complete the educational experience!
Our tutors are well trained in the subject areas,
and their strengths include a number of subjects
for a cross-disciplined approach to instruction, for
example, teaching reading comprehension helps
students understand math problem solving.





Face-toface –
We are
able to
meet
your child
at your
home or local library—at your discretion.
Video-conferencing – We offer our
tutoring on webcam (Skype or FaceTime).
Phone or chat – Upon request, we give
academic assistance by phone call or on
chat (Facebook, for example).

Your Connection to Academic Preparation

Subjects Available Through b2s
Following are some of the classes available for
tutoring and classes:


Middle & high school entrance testing
HSPT, ISEE, SSAT, etc.
HSPT, ISEE, SSAT are among the more prominent
tests given by public and private schools in the
admissions process. We help your child prepare
for the rigors of these entrance tests.
We also walk them through essay-writing with
mock-interviews included, giving your middle- or
high-schooler-to-be a jump start!

College preparation (SAT, ACT, PSAT)
Perhaps the most overlooked detail in college
preparation is college and scholarship testing.







Math – elementary math, pre-algebra,
Algebra 1, geometry, Algebra 2,
trigonometry, pre-calculus
English/Language Arts – elementary,
middle, and high school grammar, writing,
spelling, literature, essay and research
paper preparation
Science & history – biology, chemistry,
physics, physical science, US and world
history, government
Foreign language – French, Spanish,
English as a Second Language (ESL)
Study skills/coaching – organization and
study strategies

bridge2success works with students who need
remediation as well as those who are in advanced
programs.

Did you know


The PSAT is also called the NMSQT
(National Merit Scholarship Qualifying
Test), and scholarships are available for
juniors who take this test?
 Schools rarely prepare students for the
PSAT/NMSQT test?
 By knowing the strategies of the SAT and
ACT, your child can drastically improve
his/her scores?

We have considerable success raising students’
scores for college entrance. Sometimes it’s the tips
that help; other times, the academic review of
reading, writing, and math. Both are offered in our
SAT/ACT preparation classes with individualized
preparation and group-interactive sessions.

Alternative education & co-ops
We provide
classes in the
above available
subject areas
specially
tailored for
small-group
instruction over the school year or semester.
The tutor is responsible for lesson plans, grading,
and in-class assistance. This alternative is
especially helpful for homeschool co-ops, which
request outside academic consulting and
instruction. These classes can be conducted in
person or via video-conferencing.

GED & pre-GED preparation

Your Connection to
Academic Preparation

The journey to college begins with completing high
school, but sometimes that completion is delayed.
bridge2success has instructors who have
considerable GED teaching experience in reading,
writing, and math and have seen many students
successfully gain their high school diploma.
We are with our students from the pre-test stage
through to signing up for the test.
Did you know
 In Maryland, getting a GED is the same as
earning a high school diploma?
 Gov. Jon Huntsman, Chris Rock, and
Angelina Jolie have earned their GED?
(https://www.thoughtco.com/celebrities-withged-list-no-1-31303 and ...no-2-31304)

Our Director

His extensive involvement in private, public, and
homeschooling education allows him to meet the
diverse needs of today's student. His passion is to give
parents and schools a "right-arm support" to their
child's education. He understands the community, and
he raises academic standards to meet the challenges
that the community brings and that parents and schools
demand.
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Tutors available NOW
Visit bridge2success.org!
PO Box 2307
Glen Burnie, MD 21060

Ron Harrison, the director of bridge2success, has a
diverse, 20+ year teaching and tutoring experience. He
has worked in administration for almost ten years,
overseeing the successful re-accreditation of two
Maryland schools, and has taught a wide variety of
subjects from math and language arts to foreign
language and literature—in the classroom, one-on-one,
in small groups on the elementary, middle, and high
school levels.

PO Box 2307, Glen Burnie, MD 21060
(410) 599-4129 (cell & text)
(888) 569-9469 (fax)
Email: info@bridge2success.org
Website: bridge2success.org
Twitter: @mylivetutor
Facebook: facebook.com/mylivetutor

